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Alessandro Vicchio  
Staff Writer at Romeing 
Via Attilio Regolo, 25, Rome, IT 00192 
+39 06.3244614 
www.romeing.it 
 
Dear Mr. Vicchio,  
 

Attached is a press release of Sound of Rome Blog’s event featuring the 
legendary Lory D on February 4th, 2017. I would love to pitch this event to 
Romeing for a review of the event, an interview with Lory D and an interview with 
the sponsor Sound of Rome Blog. I am excited to get the word out about Sound of 
Rome Blog by showcasing the Roman 90’s artist who created that sound, Lory D.  
 

By covering this event, Romeing will be apart of the important tie between 
between blogs. It will also be putting the spotlight on an artist from Rome who 
helped build the scene we love today. This event is about promoting the music of 
Rome and Romeing should have an exclusive look backstage. 
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at gsmall@johncabot.edu.  
 
Thank you and I look forward to hearing back, 
 
Gabrielle Small 
www.soundofrome.com  
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SOUND OF ROME WITH LORY D 
 

FEBRUARY 4TH, 2017 AT EX DOGANA 
 

On Saturday, February 4th don’t miss the event takes Rome back to it’s 
techno roots with the world renowned Roman DJ Lory D! The event will take 
place at Ex Dogana, a venue reminiscent of the warehouses that Lory D used to 
spin in. Rome’s clubs today are filled with international artists but on February 4th 
we gather to celebrate the darker, unique sound of Roman techno. Join the 
movement and come dance to the beats of the Eternal City.  
 
 

Sound of Rome with Lory D is sponsored by Sound of Rome Blog whose 
aim is to encourage club goers to explore the dance floors of Rome and the sounds 
that set it apart.  

 
Who: Lory D  
What: Sound of Rome Blog with Lory D 
When: Saturday, February 4th 2017 
Where: Ex Dogana, Viale dello Scalo S. Lorenzo 10, Rome, IT 00185  
Cost: $10 entry at the door 
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More Information 
 
 

Sound of Rome Blog was founded in August of 2016 by Gabrielle Small. 
It’s primary focus is electronic music in Rome and in Italy. Sound of Rome Blog 
features articles ranging from event announcements, festival reviews, to editorials. 
The founder and primary contributor, Gabrielle Small, is a communications student 
at John Cabot University in Rome, Italy. The event Sound of Rome with Lory D is 
to bring the spotlight back to the DJs of Rome and to get the word out about Sound 
of Rome Blog.  

 
Known by his alias Lory D, Lorenzo D’Angelo is an important figure in 

electronic music. In the 1990’s Lory D, among a few others, changed the face of 
Italian dance music forever. Largely inspired by the emerging Detroit techno, his 
avant-garde music helped define Roman techno. He also founded the first techno 
record label Sounds Never Seen that still releases music today. Lory D’s name, to 
many Italians, resonates as the pioneer of Italian electronic music.  

 
The club Ex Dogana is the perfect location for an event dedicated to Rome. 

Ex Dogana is located in San Lorenzo, a neighborhood that is a little rough around 
the edges. The venue is home to two large industrial rooms and an outdoor patio 
where events are held outdoors in the summer months. The San Lorenzo 
warehouse setting pays homage to the techno parties of the 1990s.  
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Other Information 
 
Resident Advisor Description of Lory D,  
https://www.residentadvisor.net/dj/loryd 
 
“Lory D is a name you will find missing from the list of celebrated dark techno 
producers, e.g. Jeff Mills, The Mover, Lenny Dee and the Aphex Twin although 
his music, is as essential. “ 
 
DJ and Producer JackMaster speaks about Lory D to Boiler Room. 
https://boilerroom.tv/the-legend-of-lory-d/ 
 
“We’ve often spoke about how Lory should be a bigger more established artist 
touring the world every weekend, but the truth is he doesn’t [care] about all that. 
He doesn’t care about money, doesn’t care about fame. He just cares about the 
music.” 
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